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Abstract: A search for the electroweak production of supersymmetric particles in proton-
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is presented in nal states with a
 lepton pair. Both hadronic and leptonic decay modes are considered for the  leptons.
Scenarios involving the direct pair production of  sleptons, or their indirect production
via the decays of charginos and neutralinos, are investigated. The data correspond to an
integrated luminosity of 35:9 fb 1 collected with the CMS detector in 2016. The observed
number of events is consistent with the standard model background expectation. The
results are interpreted as upper limits on the cross section for  slepton pair production in
dierent scenarios. The strongest limits are observed in the scenario of a purely left-handed
low mass  slepton decaying to a nearly massless neutralino. Exclusion limits are also set
in the context of simplied models of chargino-neutralino and chargino pair production
with decays to  leptons, and range up to 710 and 630 GeV, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1{8] is an attractive extension of the standard model (SM) of
particle physics. It potentially provides solutions to some of the shortcomings aecting
the SM, such as the need for ne tuning [9{14] to explain the observed value of the Higgs
boson mass [15{20], and the absence of a dark matter (DM) candidate. Supersymmetric
models are characterized by the presence of a superpartner for every SM particle with
the same quantum numbers except that its spin diers from that of its SM counterpart
by half a unit. The cancellation of quadratic divergences in quantum corrections to the
Higgs boson mass from SM particles and their superpartners could resolve the ne-tuning
problem. In SUSY models with R-parity conservation [21], the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) is stable [22, 23] and could be a DM candidate [24]. The superpartners of

















form neutral and charged mass eigenstates, referred to as the neutralinos (e0i ) and charginos
(ei ), respectively. In this paper we assume e01, the lightest neutralino, to be the LSP.
The analysis reported in this paper investigates the production of the hypothetical
 slepton (e), the superpartner of the  lepton. Supersymmetric scenarios in which thee is light lead to the possibility of  lepton rich nal states [25, 26]. Coannihilation
scenarios involving a light e that has a small mass splitting with an LSP that is almost
purely bino lead to a DM relic density consistent with cosmological observations [27{32],
making the search for new physics in these nal states particularly interesting. In this
analysis, we examine simplied SUSY models [33{36] in which the e can be produced
either directly, through pair production, or indirectly, in the decay chains of charginos and
neutralinos. In all cases, we assume that the e decays to a  lepton and e01. The most
sensitive searches for direct e pair production to date were performed at the CERN LEP
collider [37{41]. At the CERN LHC, the ATLAS [42, 43] and CMS [44, 45] collaborations
have both performed searches for direct and indirect e production with 8 TeV LHC data.
The ATLAS collaboration has also recently reported the results of a search for SUSY in
nal states with  leptons, probing indirect e production in models of chargino-neutralino
and chargino pair production, using data collected at
p
s = 13 TeV [46].
The cross section for direct e pair production depends strongly on the chirality of
the SM partner [47], while the experimental acceptance also changes considerably due to
dierences in the polarization of the  leptons. We use the terms left- or right-handed e to
refer to a e that is the superpartner of a left- or right-handed chiral state, respectively. In
the case of a purely right-handed e , the decay products of hadronically decaying  leptons
originating from e decays have larger visible transverse momentum (pT) than in the purely
left-handed scenario, while the reverse is true for leptonically decaying  leptons. Three
dierent scenarios of direct e pair production are considered in this paper: (i) a purely
left-handed e (eL), (ii) a purely right-handed e (eR), and (iii) maximal mixing between the
right- and left-handed eigenstates. We also consider simplied models of mass-degenerate
chargino-neutralino (e1 e02) and chargino pair (e1 e1 ) production. We assume that e02 (the
second-lightest neutralino mass eigenstate) decays through the chain e02 ! e !  e01, and
that e1 (the lightest chargino) decays as e1 ! e=e !  e01, with equal branching
fractions assumed for each of the two possible e1 decay chains. For these indirect e
production mechanisms, we assume the e to be in the maximally mixed state, and the
degenerate e and e masses to be halfway between the mass of the produced particles
(e1 =e02) and the e01 mass. Diagrams illustrating these simplied models of direct and
indirect e production are shown in gure 1.
The results reported in this paper are based on data collected with the CMS detector
at the LHC during 2016 in proton-proton (pp) collisions at a center-of-mass energy of
13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb 1. We study events with two
 leptons in the nal state, taking into account both hadronic and leptonic decay modes
of the  lepton. The following reconstructed visible nal states are considered: e, eh,
h, and hh, where h denotes a hadronically decaying  lepton. For the purposes of this
paper, we will occasionally refer to the hh nal state as the all-hadronic nal state, and


















































Figure 1. Diagrams for the simplied models studied in this paper: direct e pair production
followed by each e decaying to a  lepton and e01 (left), and chargino-neutralino (middle) and
chargino pair (right) production with subsequent decays leading to  leptons in the nal state.
require the presence of signicant missing transverse momentum, which can arise from the
presence of stable neutralinos produced at the end of the SUSY particle decay cascades, as
well as from the neutrinos produced in  lepton decays.
The structure of this paper is as follows. A brief description of the CMS detector is
presented in section 2, followed by a discussion of the event reconstruction and simulation
in section 3. We describe the event selection for the search in section 4, the background
estimation strategy in section 5, and the systematic uncertainties aecting the analysis in
section 6. Finally, the results of the search and their statistical interpretation are presented
in section 7, followed by a summary in section 8.
2 The CMS detector
The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal
diameter, providing a magnetic eld of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon
pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and
a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter, each composed of a barrel and two endcap
sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity () coverage provided by the
barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in
the steel ux-return yoke outside the solenoid. Events of interest are selected using a two-
tiered trigger system [48]. The rst level, composed of custom hardware processors, uses
information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select events at a rate of around
100 kHz within a time interval of less than 4 s. The second level, known as the high-level
trigger, consists of a farm of processors running a version of the full event reconstruction
software optimized for fast processing, and reduces the event rate to around 1 kHz before
data storage. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a denition
of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in ref. [49].
3 Event reconstruction and simulated samples
Event reconstruction uses a particle-ow (PF) algorithm [50], combining information from
the tracker, calorimeter, and muon systems to identify charged and neutral hadrons, pho-
tons, electrons, and muons in an event. The missing transverse momentum, ~pmissT , is com-

















and its magnitude pmissT is an important discriminator between signal and SM background.
Events selected for the search are required to pass lters [51] designed to remove detector-
and beam-related noise and must have at least one reconstructed vertex. Usually more
than one such vertex is reconstructed, due to pileup, i.e., multiple pp collisions within the
same or neighboring bunch crossings. The reconstructed vertex with the largest value of
summed physics-object p2T is selected to be the primary pp interaction vertex. The physics
objects are the jets, clustered using a jet nding algorithm [52, 53] with the tracks assigned
to the vertex as inputs, and the associated ~pmissT .
Charged particles that originate from the primary vertex, photons, and neutral hadrons
are clustered into jets using the anti-kT algorithm [52] with a distance parameter of 0.4, as
implemented in the FastJet package [53]. The jet energy is corrected to account for the
contribution of additional pileup interactions in an event and to compensate for variations
in detector response [53, 54]. Jets considered in the searches are required to have their
axes within the tracker volume, within the range jj < 2:4. We also require them to have
pT > 20 GeV. Jets are required to be separated from electron, muon, or h candidates
that are selected for the analysis by R 
p
()2 + ()2 > 0:4 in order to avoid double
counting of objects.
Jets originating from the hadronization of b quarks are identied, or \tagged", with
the combined secondary vertex (CSV) algorithm [55, 56] using two dierent working points,
referred to as \loose" and \medium". The b tagging eciency for jets originating from
b quarks is measured in simulation to be about 81 (63)% for the loose (medium) working
point, while the misidentication rates for jets from charm quarks, and from light quarks
or gluons, are about 37 and 9% (12 and 1%), respectively.
Electron candidates are reconstructed by rst matching clusters of energy deposited
in the ECAL to reconstructed tracks. Selection criteria based on the distribution of the
shower shape, track-cluster matching, and consistency between the cluster energy and
track momentum are then used in the identication of electron candidates [57]. Muon
candidates are reconstructed by requiring consistent measurement patterns in the tracker
and muon systems [58]. Electron and muon candidates are required to be consistent with
originating from the primary vertex by imposing restrictions on the magnitude of the
impact parameters of their tracks with respect to the primary vertex in the transverse
plane (dxy), and on the longitudinal displacement (dz) of those impact points. To ensure
that the electron or muon candidate is isolated from any jet activity, the relative isolation
quantity (Irel), dened as the ratio of the scalar pT sum of the particles in an { cone
around the candidate to the candidate pT, is required to be below a threshold appropriate
for the selection under consideration. An area-based estimate [54] of the pileup energy
deposition in the cone is used to correct Irel for contributions from particles originating
from pileup interactions.
The h candidates are reconstructed using the CMS hadron-plus-strips algorithm [59,
60]. The constituents of the reconstructed jets are used to identify individual  lepton decay
modes with one charged hadron and up to two neutral pions, or three charged hadrons.
The presence of extra particles within the jet, not compatible with the reconstructed decay

















discriminant [61], which contains isolation as well as lifetime information, is used to suppress
the rate for quark and gluon jets to be misidentied as h candidates. The working point
used for the analysis in the eh and h nal states, referred to as the \tight" working point,
typically has an eciency of around 50% for genuine h, with a misidentication rate of
approximately 0.03% for light-quark or gluon jets. A more stringent (\very tight") working
point is used for the analysis in the hh nal state in order to suppress the background from
SM events comprised uniquely of jets produced through the strong interaction, referred
to as quantum chromodynamics (QCD) multijet events. The very tight working point
corresponds to typical eciencies of around 40% for genuine h, and a misidentication rate
of approximately 0.01% for light-quark or gluon jets. We also employ a relaxed (\loose")
working point in the extrapolation procedures used to estimate the contributions of events
to the background in which light-quark or gluon jets are misidentied as h. The loose
working point corresponds to an eciency of 65% for genuine h, and a misidentication
rate of 0.07%. Electrons and muons misidentied as h are suppressed using dedicated
criteria based on the consistency between the measurements in the tracker, calorimeters,
and muon detectors [60, 61].
Signicant contributions to the SM background for this search originate from Drell-
Yan+jets (DY+jets), W+jets, tt, and diboson processes, as well as from QCD multijet
events. Smaller contributions arise from rare SM processes such as triboson and Higgs bo-
son production, single top quark production, and top quark pair production in association
with vector bosons. We rely on a combination of data control samples and Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations to estimate the contributions of each background source. MC simulations
are also used to model the signal processes.
The MadGraph5 amc@nlo 2.3.3 [62] event generator is used at leading order (LO)
precision to produce simulated samples of the W+jets and DY+jets processes, based on
the NNPDF3.0LO [63] set of parton distribution functions (PDFs). Top quark pair pro-
duction, diboson and triboson production, and rare SM processes like single top production
or top quark pair production with associated bosons, are generated at next-to-leading or-
der (NLO) precision with MadGraph5 amc@nlo and powhegv2.0 [64{67], using the
NNPDF3.0NLO [63] set of PDFs. Showering and hadronization are carried out by the
pythia 8.205 package [68], while a detailed simulation of the CMS detector is based on
the Geant4 [69] package. Finally, renormalization and factorization scale and PDF un-
certainties have been derived with the use of the SysCalc package [70].
Signal models of direct e pair production are generated with MadGraph5 amc@nlo
at LO precision up to the production of  leptons, which are then decayed with
pythia 8.212. For the models of chargino-neutralino pair production that are also stud-
ied, pythia 8.212 is used to describe the decays of the parent charginos and neutralinos
produced by MadGraph5 amc@nlo at LO precision. The NNPDF3.0LO set of PDFs is
used in the generation of all signal models. The CMS fast simulation package [71] is used
to simulate the CMS detector for the signal samples.
Event reconstruction in simulated samples is performed in a similar manner as for
data. A nominal distribution of pileup interactions is used when producing the simulated

















collected data. The signal production cross sections are calculated at NLO with next-
to-leading logarithmic (NLL) soft-gluon resummation calculations [47, 72, 73]. The most
precise cross section calculations that are available are used to normalize the SM simulated
samples, corresponding most often to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy.
4 Event selection
The data used for this search are selected with various triggers that require the presence
of isolated electrons, muons, or h candidates. In the case of the eh nal state, the trigger
used relies on the presence of an isolated electron with pT > 25 GeV satisfying stringent
identication criteria, while for the h nal state, the trigger is based on the presence of an
isolated muon with pT > 24 GeV. A combination of triggers is used for the events selected
in the e nal state, requiring the presence of an electron and a muon. These triggers
require the leading lepton to have pT greater than 23 GeV and the subleading lepton to
have pT greater than 8 or 12 GeV for an electron or muon, respectively. Data in the hh
nal state are selected with a trigger requiring the presence of two h candidates, each with
pT > 35 GeV. Trigger eciencies are measured in data and simulation. We apply scale
factors accounting for any discrepancies, parameterized in the pT and  of the reconstructed
electrons, muons, and h candidates, to the simulation. The eciencies measured in data
are applied directly as correction factors to simulated signal samples, which are produced
using the fast simulation package and for which the trigger simulation is not available. The
trigger eciencies range from 60 to 95%, depending on the nal state and the pT and 
range under consideration.
Subsequent to the trigger criteria, the event selection for each nal state requires the
presence of exactly two reconstructed leptons with opposite charges, corresponding to the
e, eh, h, or hh nal states. The various lepton selection requirements implemented
in the analysis are summarized in table 1. The pT and jj thresholds implemented when
selecting these objects are dictated by the corresponding trigger thresholds described above.
We require all selected leptons to be isolated. In the case of electron and muon candidates,
the isolation requirement is enforced by placing an upper bound on the relative isolation
quantity, Irel. For h candidates, we use a multivariate discriminant. In order to ensure
consistency with the primary vertex, upper bounds are placed on the absolute values of the
electron and muon dxy and dz. We avoid overlaps between the two reconstructed leptons in
the mixed nal states (e, eh, and h) by requiring them to have a minimum separation
in R of at least 0.3. In order to ensure orthogonality between the dierent nal states
and suppress background, we reject events with additional electrons or muons beyond the
two selected leptons that satisfy slightly less stringent selection criteria. These criteria are
summarized in table 2.
A subsequent set of selection criteria is imposed for each nal state to further suppress
background and enhance the search sensitivity. Dierences in the background compositions
between the dierent nal states play a role in the determination of the corresponding


















Selection requirement e eh h hh
Electron pT [GeV] >24 (13) >26 | |
Electron jj <2:5 <2:1 | |
Electron jdxyj [cm] <0:045 <0:045 | |
Electron jdzj [cm] <0:2 <0:2 | |
Electron Irel <0:1 <0:1 | |
Muon pT [GeV] >24 (10) | >25 |
Muon jj <2:4 | <2:4 |
Muon jdxyj [cm] <0:045 | <0:045 |
Muon jdzj [cm] <0:2 | <0:2 |
Muon Irel <0:15 | <0:15 |
h pT [GeV] | >20 >20 >40
hjj | <2:3 <2:3 <2:1
h isolation working point | Tight Tight Very tight
Table 1. Summary of lepton selection requirements for the analysis. Entries with a second value
in parentheses refer to the lepton with the higher (lower) pT.
Selection requirement e eh h hh
Electron pT [GeV] >15 >15 >10 >20
Electron jj <2:5 <2:5 <2:5 <2:5
Electron jdxyj [cm] <0:045 <0:045 <0:045 <0:1
Electron jdzj [cm] <0:2 <0:2 <0:2 <0:2
Electron Irel <0:3 <0:3 <0:3 <0:175
Muon pT [GeV] >15 >10 >15 >20
Muon jj <2:4 <2:4 <2:4 <2:4
Muon jdxyj [cm] <0:045 <0:045 <0:045 <0:045
Muon jdzj [cm] <0:2 <0:2 <0:2 <0:2
Muon Irel <0:3 <0:3 <0:3 <0:25
Table 2. Summary of requirements for identifying additional electrons and muons.
In all nal states, we require j(`1; `2)j > 1:5, with additional requirements of
R(`1; `2) < 3:5 and j(`1; `2)j < 2 being applied for the leptonic nal states to sup-
press the QCD multijet background. Here `1 and `2 represent the leading and trailing
reconstructed electrons, muons, or h candidates, respectively. In order to suppress back-
grounds with top quarks, we veto events containing any b-tagged jet with pT > 30 GeV
identied with the loose CSV working point in the hh nal state. In the leptonic nal

















one jet with pT > 20 GeV, or any such jet that is b tagged using the medium CSV working
point. One-jet events in these nal states are required to have a separation in jj of less
than 3 between the jet and the reconstructed leptons and, in the case of the eh and h
nal states, a separation in R of less than 4 between the jet and the h. Background
events from low-mass resonances are removed in these nal states by requiring the invari-
ant mass of the two leptons, m(`1; `2), to exceed 50 GeV. In the e nal state, m(`1; `2) is
required to lie in the window 90{250 GeV in order to suppress Z+jets events with Z !  ,
while the electron and muon pT are required to be less than 200 GeV in order to suppress
tt and WW events, since the signal processes targeted are not expected to produce leptons
with higher pT.
In order to further improve discrimination against the SM background, we take advan-
tage of the expected presence of two e01 in the nal state for signal events, which would lead
to additional pmissT . While background processes such as W+jets with W ! ` can also
produce genuine pmissT , the correlations between ~p
miss
T and the reconstructed leptons are ex-
pected to be dierent between signal and background processes, and these dierences can
be exploited. In particular, mass observables that can be calculated from the reconstructed
leptons and the ~pmissT provide strong discriminants between signal and background. For a
mother particle decaying to a visible and an invisible particle, the transverse mass (mT),
calculated using only the ~pT of the decay products, should have a kinematic endpoint at
the mass of the mother particle. Assuming that the pmissT corresponds to the pT of the






2pT,qpmissT [1  cos (~pT,q; ~pmissT )]: (4.1)
By requiring 20 < mT(`; ~p
miss
T ) < 60 GeV or mT(`; ~p
miss
T ) > 120 GeV where ` here repre-
sents the electron (muon) in the eh (h) nal state, the W+jets background is signicantly
reduced. To further suppress the SM background in the leptonic nal states, we require
the sum of the transverse masses, mT, to be at least 50 GeV. The mT is dened as the
scalar sum of mT(`1; ~p
miss
T ) and mT(`2; ~p
miss
T ).
The baseline selection criteria described above are summarized in table 3. We apply
these criteria to obtain an optimized sample of events in each nal state. These events
are then further subdivided using discriminating kinematic variables into exclusive search
regions (SRs) to improve the sensitivity of the search to a range of sparticle masses. One
of these discriminating variables is the \stransverse mass" mT2 [74, 75]. This kinematic
mass variable is a generalization of the variable mT for situations with multiple invisible
particles. It serves as an estimator of the mass of pair-produced particles in situations in
which both particles decay to a nal state containing the same invisible particle. For directe pair production, with both e decaying to a  lepton and a e01, mT2 should be correlated
with the e mass. Large values of mT2 can therefore be used to discriminate between models
with large e masses and the SM background. This variable is again calculated using the



































Selection requirement e eh h hh
j(`1; `2)j >1:5 >1:5 >1:5 >1:5
j(`1; `2)j <2 <2 <2 |
R(`1; `2) <3:5 <3:5 <3:5 |
b-tagged jet veto
pT > 20 GeV, pT > 20 GeV, pT > 20 GeV, pT > 30 GeV,
medium CSV medium CSV medium CSV loose CSV
Additional jet veto >1 jet, pT > 20 GeV >1 jet, pT > 20 GeV >1 jet, pT > 20 GeV |
j(jet; `i)j (1-jet events) <3 <3 <3 |
R(jet; h) (1-jet events) | <4 <4 |
m(`1; `2) [GeV] 90{250 >50 >50 |
e= pT upper bound [GeV] <200 | | |
mT(e=; ~p
miss
T ) [GeV] |
20{60 20{60
|
or >120 or >120
mT [GeV] | >50 >50 |
Table 3. Summary of baseline selection requirements in each nal state.
where ~p
X(i)
T (with i=1,2) are the unknown transverse momenta of the two undetected par-
ticles and m
(i)
T are the transverse masses obtained by either pairing of the two hypothetical
invisible particles with the two leptons. The minimization is done over the possible mo-
menta of the invisible particles, which should add up to the ~pmissT in the event.
Another variable that is used to distinguish signal from background, D , is dened as:
D = P;miss   0:85P;vis ; (4.3)
where P;miss = ~p
miss
T  ~ and P;vis = (~p `1T + ~p `2T )  ~, with ~ being the bisector between the
directions of the two leptons. The D variable helps to discriminate events in which p
miss
T
originates from the decay of two  leptons from other processes [76, 77]. Dierent back-
ground processes are characterized by dierent ranges of D . For instance, the DY+jets
background is largely expected to have positive D values, while W+jets and tt events may
have negative values.
The more restrictive trigger requirements in the hh nal state signicantly reduce the
signal acceptance, and the very low cross sections of the targeted ee signal models result
in very small expected signal event yields after the baseline selection. Events surviving
the baseline selection in this nal state are therefore categorized into only three SRs.
These three SRs are exclusive and are optimized for sensitivity to dierent e mass ranges.
For higher values of the e mass, a requirement of large mT2 signicantly improves the
discrimination of signal from background. We therefore dene a search region, designated
SR1, by selecting events with mT2 > 90 GeV. For lower e masses, mT is found to
be a more powerful discriminant than mT2. Two additional SRs, designated SR2 and
SR3, are therefore dened by selecting events with moderate mT2 (40 < mT2 < 90 GeV),
and further subdividing them into high and moderate mT ranges: >350 GeV and 300{
350 GeV, respectively. For these two SRs, we place a further requirement of pmissT > 50 GeV

















Bin name pmissT [GeV] mT2 [GeV] D [GeV]
0j-1 <40 <40 <  100
0j-2 >40 >  500
0j-3 [40,80] <40 <  100
0j-4 >50
0j-5 [40,80] <  100
0j-6 >  100
0j-7 >80 >  500
0j-8 [80,120] <40 <  100
0j-9 >  100
0j-10 [40,80] <  150
0j-11 >  150
0j-12 >80 >  500
0j-13 [120,250] <40 <  100
0j-14 >  100
0j-15 [40,80] <  150
0j-16 [ 150, 100]
0j-17 >  100
0j-18 [80,100] >  500
0j-19 [100,120] >  500
0j-20 >120 >  500
0j-21 >250 >0 >  500
Table 4. Denition of SRs in the 0-jet category for the eh and h nal states.
In the leptonic nal states, events satisfying the baseline selection criteria are catego-
rized into SRs based on a series of thresholds applied to the values of the discriminating
observables pmissT , mT2, and D . The SR binning is dened to be slightly dierent for events
in the 0- and 1-jet categories and is chosen such that there are small variations in the rel-
ative background contributions in the dierent bins. This allows us to obtain stronger
constraints on the background predictions in the nal result, obtained from a simultaneous
maximum likelihood t to the data in all SRs. Tables 4 to 7 list the criteria used to dene
the SRs in the 0- and 1-jet categories, respectively. While the same binning is chosen for
the eh and h nal states, the SR bins chosen in the e nal state are slightly dierent

















Bin name pmissT [GeV] mT2 [GeV] D [GeV]
1j-1 <40 <40 <  150
1j-2 [ 150,100]
1j-3 >40 >  500
1j-4 [40,80] <40 <  100
1j-5 >50
1j-6 [40,80] <  100
1j-7 >  100
1j-8 >80 >  500
1j-9 [80,120] <40 <  100
1j-10 [40,80] <  150
1j-11 >  150
1j-12 [80,120] >  500
1j-13 >120 >  500
1j-14 [120,250] <40 <  150
1j-15 [ 150, 100]
1j-16 >  100
1j-17 [40,80] <  150
1j-18 [ 150, 100]
1j-19 >  100
1j-20 [80,100] >  500
1j-21 [100,120] >  500
1j-22 >120 >  500
1j-23 >250 >80 >  500
Table 5. Denition of SRs in the 1-jet category for the eh and h nal states.
5 Background estimation
The dominant background sources for this search are DY+jets, W+jets, QCD multijet,
tt, and diboson processes. These background sources have dierent relative contributions
in the dierent nal states. For the hh nal state, the dominant background consists of
QCD multijet and W+jets processes, where one or more of the h candidates originates
from a parton and is misidentied as a prompt h. This background is predicted using a
data-driven method relying on a control region with a loose isolation requirement. For the
eh and h nal states, the main backgrounds after the baseline selection are DY+jets

















Bin name pmissT [GeV] mT2 [GeV] D [GeV]
0j-1 <40 <40 <  100
0j-2 >0
0j-3 >40 >  500
0j-4 [40,80] <40 <  100
0j-5 >50
0j-6 [40,80] <  100
0j-7 >  100
0j-8 >80 >  500
0j-9 [80,120] <40 <  100
0j-10 >  100
0j-11 [40,80] <  150
0j-12 >  150
0j-13 >80 >  500
0j-14 [120,250] <40 <  100
0j-15 >  100
0j-16 [40,80] <  150
0j-17 [ 150, 100]
0j-18 >  100
0j-19 [80,100] >  500
0j-20 [100,120] >  500
0j-21 >120 >  500
0j-22 >250 >0 >  500
Table 6. Denition of SRs in the 0-jet category for the e nal state.
contribution, which usually consists of events with two prompt leptons, is determined from
simulation after applying shape and normalization corrections that are determined from
data. The W+jets and QCD multijet backgrounds usually contain a jet that is misidentied
as h, and are determined from a sideband sample using a data-driven method similar to
the one used in the hh case. The main backgrounds in the e nal state originate from
tt (45%) and WW (35%) events, and are estimated from simulation after applying
corrections derived from data. A detailed description of the procedures used to estimate
the background contributions from the dierent sources follows.
5.1 Estimation of the Drell-Yan+jets background
The DY+jets background mainly originates from Z !  decays. We estimate the con-

















Bin name pmissT [GeV] mT2 [GeV] D [GeV]
1j-1 <40 <40 <  150
1j-2 [ 150,100]
1j-3 >0
1j-4 >40 >  500
1j-5 [40,80] <40 <  100
1j-6 >50
1j-7 [40,80] >  100
1j-8 >40 >  500
1j-9 [80,120] <40 <  100
1j-10 [40,80] <  100
1j-11 [80,120] >  500
1j-12 >120 >  500
1j-13 [120,250] <40 <  150
1j-14 [ 150, 100]
1j-15 >  100
1j-16 [40,80] <  150
1j-17 [ 150, 100]
1j-18 >  100
1j-19 [80,100] >  500
1j-20 [100,120] >  500
1j-21 >120 >  500
1j-22 >250 >80 >  500
Table 7. Denition of SRs in the 1-jet category for the e nal state.
data. If the Z boson mass shape or pT spectrum are poorly modeled in the simulation,
then distributions of the discriminating kinematic variables can dier signicantly between
data and simulation, especially at the high-end tails that are relevant for the SRs. We
therefore use a high-purity Z !  control sample to compare the dimuon mass and pT
spectra between data and simulation and apply the observed dierences as corrections to
the simulation in the search sample in the form of two-dimensional weights parameterized
in the generator-level Z boson mass and pT. The correction factors range up to 30% for
high mass and pT values. The full size of this correction is propagated as a systematic
uncertainty. The known dierences in the electron, muon, and h identication and isola-
tion eciencies, jet, electron, muon, and h energy scales, and b tagging eciency between
































































































Figure 2. Left: visible mass spectrum used to validate the modeling of the DY+jets background
in the hh nal state in a Z !  control sample selected with low mT2 or mT and a minimum
hh system pT of 50 GeV. The last bin includes overows. Right: dimuon mass distribution in the
high-purity Z !  control sample after all estimated correction factors have been applied to the
simulation. In the legend, \Top quark" refers to the background originating from tt and single top
quark production.
rections are also propagated to the nal background estimate. The corrected simulation is
validated in the hh nal state using a Z!  control sample selected by inverting either
the mT2 or mT requirements used to dene the SRs. Additionally requiring a pT of at
least 50 GeV for the hh system reduces the QCD multijet background and improves the
purity of this control sample. Figure 2 (left) shows that the corrected simulation agrees
with the data within the experimental uncertainties in this sample.
Finally, for the analysis in the leptonic nal states, a normalization scale factor as well
as corrections to the Z pT distribution in the simulation are derived from a very pure Z ! 
control sample in data. Events in this sample are selected by requiring two isolated muons
and no additional leptons, fewer than two jets, no b-tagged jets, and a dimuon mass window
of 75{105 GeV to increase the probability that they originate from Z !  decays to >99%.
After subtracting all other contributions estimated from simulation, a normalization scale
factor of 0:960:05 is extracted from the ratio of data to simulated events. The uncertainty
in the scale factor is dominated by the systematic uncertainty. Figure 2 (right) shows a
comparison of the dimuon mass distribution in data and simulation after all the corrections,
including the normalization scale factor, have been applied.
5.2 Estimation of the background from misidentied jets
5.2.1 Estimation in the hh nal state
After requiring two high-pT h candidates, the dominant background for the search in the

















h candidates originate from a jet and are misidentied as prompt h. This background
is predicted using a method relying on extrapolation from a data sample selected with a
loose isolation requirement. We estimate how frequently nonprompt or misidentied h
candidates that are selected with the loose isolation working point also pass the very tight
isolation requirement applied in the SRs by studying a multijet-enriched control sample
where we require both h candidates to have the same charge. The same-charge hh event
sample is collected with the same trigger as the search sample, in order to take into account
any biases from the isolation requirement present at the trigger level, which is not identical
to the isolation requirement that corresponds to the nal analysis selection criteria. We
also require mT2 to be small (<40 GeV) to reduce any potential contributions from signal
and W+jets events.
The nal rate measured in this sample for misidentied h selected with the loose
isolation working point to pass the very tight isolation requirement is around 25%, but
it depends considerably on the pT and the decay mode (one- or three-prong) of the h
candidate, and the parent jet avor. The extrapolation is measured in bins of h pT and
separately for the dierent decay modes to reduce any dependence on these factors. A
systematic uncertainty of around 30% is evaluated that accounts for the dependence of
the misidentication rate on the jet avor, based on studies performed in simulation. We
also noticed that the extrapolation is aected by whether or not the h candidate other
than the one for which the extrapolation is being applied is isolated. A correction and a
corresponding systematic uncertainty are derived for this eect.
Since the isolation eciency for prompt h candidates is only around 65%, processes
with genuine h may leak into the data sideband regions and need to be taken into ac-
count when calculating the nal estimate for the background processes with misidentied
h. To take this correctly into account, we dene three categories for events that have
at least two loosely isolated h candidates: events with both h candidates passing the
very tight isolation requirement, events with one passing and one failing the very tight
isolation requirement, and nally events with both h candidates failing the very tight
isolation requirement. We then equate these observable quantities with the expected sum
totals of contributions from events with two prompt h candidates, two misidentied h
candidates, or one prompt and one misidentied h candidate to each of these populations.
The contributions of background events with one or two misidentied h candidates in
the SRs can then be determined analytically by inverting this set of equations. A closure
test is performed in events with two oppositely charged h candidates. where the mT2 or
mT requirements used to dene the SRs are explicitly inverted to avoid any overlap with
the SRs. Figure 3 (left), which shows the mT2 distribution in this sample, conrms that
the background estimation method is able to predict the background with misidentied h
candidates within the systematic uncertainties.
5.2.2 Estimation in the eh and h nal states
The misidentication of jets as h candidates also gives rise to a major source of background
for the search in the eh and h nal states, mainly from W+jets events with leptonic W






















































































































































































































Figure 3. Top left: closure test for the method used to estimate the h misidentication rate for the
hh nal state in a data control sample where the mT2 or mT requirements used in the SRs are
inverted. Top right: mT distribution for events in the eh nal state after the baseline selection,
showing the estimation of the background with a jet misidentied as a h, which is determined
in a signal depleted control region. The last bin includes overows. Bottom: distribution of the
muon dz in the e nal state after the baseline selection, showing the estimation of the QCD
multijet background using the matrix method. In the legend,\Top quark" refers to the background
originating from tt and single top quark production. In all cases, the predicted and observed yields
show good agreement. Distributions for two benchmark models of chargino-neutralino production,
and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are overlaid. The ratio of signal to background is
expected to be small for these selections. The numbers within parentheses in the legend correspond

















(jj; pT) 20{30 GeV 30{40 GeV >40 GeV
jj < 0:80 0:74 0:07 0:66 0:01 0:56 0:02
0:80 < jj < 1:44 0:68 0:01 0:61 0:01 0:39 0:03
1:44 < jj < 1:57 0:68 0:03 0:64 0:08
1:57 < jj < 2:30 0:59 0:02 0:61 0:01
Table 8. Transfer factor R determined from the W+jets control sample according to eq. (5.1), as
a function of pT and  of the h candidate. The uncertainties are statistical only.
applying the SR selections, with the exception that the h candidates are required to satisfy
the loose but not the tight isolation working point. A transfer factor for the extrapolation
in h isolation is determined from a W+jets control sample selected from events with one
muon and at least one h candidate that passes the loose isolation requirement. In events
with more than one h candidate, the most isolated candidate is used in the determination
of the transfer factor. Events with additional electrons or muons satisfying the criteria
listed in table 2 are rejected. In order to increase the purity of W+jets events in this
sample by reducing the contribution of tt and QCD multijet events, we require 60 < mT <
120 GeV, pmissT > 40 GeV, no more than two jets, and an azimuthal separation of at least
2.5 radians between any jet and the W boson reconstructed from the muon and the ~pmissT .
The remaining sample has an expected purity of 82% for W+jets events. The transfer
factor, R, is then determined from this control sample, after subtracting the remaining





Here, NCSdata corresponds to the number of events in the control sample in data. The
parenthetical arguments T and L&!T denote events in which the h candidate satises the
tight isolation working point, and the loose but not the tight working point, respectively.
The transfer factor is determined in bins of pT and  of the h candidate, as tabulated in
table 8.
The contribution of the background originating from a jet misidentied as a h candi-
date in each SR is then determined from the corresponding data sideband region selected
by requiring the h candidate to satisfy the loose but not the tight isolation working point
as follows:
NSR(jet! ) = R (N sidebanddata  N sidebandMC (genuine )); (5.2)
where N sidebanddata represents the number of data events in the sideband region, from which
N sidebandMC (genuine ), the expected contribution of events with genuine  leptons determined
from simulation with generator-level matching, is subtracted. Figure 3 (middle) shows a
comparison of the data with the background prediction in the eh nal state for the mT


















5.3 Estimation in the e nal state
Jets may also be misidentied as electrons or muons, although the misidentication proba-
bilities for these objects are smaller than for h. The contribution of the background from
misidentied jets in the e nal state is determined from data using a matrix method.
For each SR selection we dene four regions A, B, C, and D, which contain events with
two leptons of either the same or opposite charge. We designate two categories for the
leptons: well-isolated (electrons with Irel < 0:1, muons with Irel < 0:15), or loosely-isolated
(0:1 < Irel < 0:2 for electrons, 0:15 < Irel < 0:30 for muons). In order to enrich the QCD
multijet contribution in events in the loosely-isolated category, we also invert the baseline
selection requirements aecting the separation between the two leptons, i.e., we now require
R(`1; `2) > 3:5 and j(`1; `2)j > 2. We use the designations A (B) for the regions with
two well-isolated leptons of the same (opposite) charge, and C (D) for the corresponding
regions with a loosely-isolated lepton. Region B constitutes the search region. The purity
of the C and D regions in QCD multijet events is >90%, while that of the A regions is
55% after the SR selections.
The charge and the isolation of misidentied leptons are expected to be uncorrelated.
However, we expect a correlation to be present for the other backgrounds in these regions,
e.g., prompt leptons from tt events are expected to have opposite charge. In order to
account for this eect, we subtract the contributions expected from simulation for all other
backgrounds from the observed numbers of events in the A;C, and D regions to obtain








The distribution of the muon dz is shown in gure 3 (right) for events in the e nal state
and illustrates the estimation of the QCD multijet background using the matrix method.
The data agree well with the predicted background.
5.4 Estimation of other backgrounds
Smaller contributions exist from other SM backgrounds, including other diboson processes,
such as WZ +jets, triboson, and Higgs boson processes. There are also contributions from
top quark processes: tt and single top quark production, or top quark pair production
in association with vector bosons. These are estimated from simulation, using the known
eciency and energy scale corrections and evaluating both experimental and theoretical
uncertainties as described in section 6. The shape of the top quark pT spectrum is known to
be dierent between simulation and data from studies of the dierential tt cross section [78,
79]. The simulation is therefore reweighted by a correction factor parameterized in the top
quark pT to improve the modeling of the tt background, and the full size of the correction
is propagated as a systematic uncertainty. The normalization of this background is checked
in an e control sample enriched in tt events, selected by requiring the presence of at least
two jets, at least one of which should be b tagged. The ratio of data to simulation for tt


















We rely on control samples in data in various ways for the estimation of the major back-
grounds in the analysis. The dominant uncertainties aecting these estimates are therefore
often statistical in nature, driven by the limited event yields in the corresponding control
samples. For the estimates that rely on simulation, we also propagate systematic uncer-
tainties corresponding to the dierent corrections that are applied, as well as statistical
uncertainties related to the limited size of simulated samples. A more detailed discussion
of the assessment of systematic uncertainties aecting the individual background sources
follows.
In the hh nal state, we rely on an extrapolation in the h isolation to obtain an
estimate of the background with misidentied h candidates. The uncertainty in this
extrapolation is driven by the uncertainty introduced by the dependence of the isolation
on the jet avor. It also includes the statistical uncertainty in the control regions from
which this extrapolation is measured. The uncertainty in the identication and isolation
eciency for prompt h candidates is also propagated to the nal estimate. Finally an
additional uncertainty is assessed for the fact that the extrapolations for both h candidates
are correlated, leading to an overall systematic uncertainty of 30{37% for this background
estimate, depending on the SR. In the estimation of the background from jets misidentied
as h in the eh and h nal states, for which the transfer factor is estimated in a W+jets
control sample, the purity of this control sample is 85%, and the remaining 15% is
propagated as a systematic uncertainty. A systematic uncertainty of up to 5% is considered
for the rate of leptons misidentied as h candidates in the leptonic nal states.
The eects of dierent sources of uncertainty, such as uncertainties related to the jet
energy scale; unclustered energy contributing to pmissT ; and muon, electron, and h energy
scales that aect the simulated event samples used in the evaluation of the transfer factor
are also propagated to the nal background estimate. In the e nal state, the largest
source of uncertainty in the estimation of the background with misidentied leptons is the
contamination from other background processes in the control regions A;C, and D used
for the background estimation. While the C and D regions are quite pure in QCD multijet
events (>90%), the level of contamination can be as high as 45% in the A region. A 50%
uncertainty is assigned to the QCD multijet background prediction in this nal state to
cover the potential eects of this contamination.
We rely mostly on simulation to obtain estimates of the other background contribu-
tions and the signal yields. We propagate uncertainties related to the b tagging, trigger,
and selection eciencies, renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties, PDF uncer-
tainties, and uncertainties in the jet energy scale, jet energy resolution, unclustered energy
contributing to pmissT , and the energy scales of electrons, muons, and h. For the DY+jets
background, we have an additional uncertainty related to the corrections applied to the
mass shape and pT distribution, while for the tt background, we propagate an uncertainty
arising from the corrections to the top quark pT spectrum. In the leptonic nal states,
we derive normalization scale factors for the DY+jets and tt backgrounds in high-purity

















systematic eects mentioned above and propagate them to the corresponding background
estimates. We also monitor the trends of these scale factors by applying a series of selection
requirements on the discriminating kinematic variables that are as close as possible to the
selections applied in the SRs. In the hh nal state, where the SRs are selected with strin-
gent criteria applied to kinematic variables, we assign a 20% normalization uncertainty for
the production cross sections of these backgrounds, as well as for other SM processes. In
the leptonic nal states, an uncertainty of 10% is assigned to the normalization of rare SM
backgrounds to cover potential variations between the dierent SRs. As the WW back-
ground contribution can be sizeable in the leptonic nal states and in particular for the e
nal state, a normalization uncertainty of 25% is considered for this contribution. These
uncertainties have been determined from sideband regions that are dened by the same
baseline cuts as those that dene the search bins, except considering only those bins of the
search variables that are not used in the t for the signal extraction.
The uncertainty of 2.5% [80] in the integrated luminosity measurement is taken into
account in all background estimates for which we do not derive normalization scale factors
in dedicated data control samples, as well as for signal processes. In the case of the signal
models we assign additional uncertainties due to dierences between the fast simulation
used for the signal models and the full simulation used for the background estimates that
aect the pmissT resolution and lepton eciencies. We also checked the eects of possible
mismodeling of the initial-state radiation (ISR), which aects the total transverse momen-
tum (pISRT ) of the system of SUSY particles, for the signal processes by reweighting the p
ISR
T
distribution of simulated signal events. This reweighting procedure is based on studies of
the transverse momentum of Z boson events [81]. However these eects were found to be
negligible for our SR denitions. The main systematic uncertainties for the signal models
and background estimates are summarized in table 9.
7 Results and interpretation
The results of the analysis in the hh nal state are summarized in table 10. The back-
ground estimates for the dierent SM processes are shown with the full uncertainty, the
quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. As discussed in section 6, the
uncertainties in the hh nal state are dominated by the statistical uncertainties in the
data control regions and the number of simulated events produced. These uncertainties
are modeled in the likelihood function used for the statistical interpretation of the results
with gamma distributions [82]. If there is no event in the control region used to obtain a
given background estimate for any SR or no event in the simulated sample surviving the
SR selection criteria, then the one standard deviation (s.d.) upper bound evaluated for
that background contribution is presented in the table. No signicant excess is observed
in any of the SRs.
A comparison of the observed data with the background prediction for the search
variables pmissT and mT is shown for the all-hadronic nal state in gure 4 after the
baseline selection. Similar comparisons are shown for the three search variables pmissT , mT2,

















Uncertainty (%) Signal Misidentied e==h DY+jets Top quark backgrounds Rare SM
h eciency 5{11 0.1{5 5{10 4{10 0.1{10
Electron eciency (e, eh) 3 | 3 3 3
Muon eciency (e, h) 2 | 2 2 2
Isolation extrapolation (eh, h, hh) | 15{35 | | |
Misidentied h correlations (hh) | 8{13 | | |
QCD multijet normalization (e) | 50 | | |
h energy scale (eh, h, hh) 0.1{23 | 1{34 0.1{24 0.1{33
Jet energy scale 0.1{45 | 0.5{24 0.5{39 0.1{67
Jet energy resolution 1{4 | 29{61 3{10 11{31
Unclustered energy 0.1{41 | 2{42 0.1{41 0.1{100
Electron energy scale (e, eh) 0.1{22 | 0.5{5 0.1{13 0.1{100
Muon energy scale (e, h) 0.1{11 | 0.1{18 0.1{11 0.1{100
b tagging 0.5{3 1{4 0.1{3 4{20 0.1{2
Drell-Yan mass and pT | | 0.5{29 | |
Background cross sections | | 2{20 5{20 10{20
Fast vs. full simulation 1{30 | | | |
Integrated luminosity 2.5 | | | 2.5
Table 9. Systematic uncertainties in the analysis for the signal models and the dierent SM
background predictions. The uncertainty values are evaluated separately for each signal model and
mass hypothesis studied and are listed as percentages.
SR1 SR2 SR3
Nonprompt and misidentied h 0.68
+0:90
 0:68 2:49 1:83 <1:24
Drell-Yan+jets background 0.80+0:97 0:80 <0:71 <0:71
Top quark backgrounds 0.02+0:03 0:02 0:73 0:31 1:76 0:68
Rare SM processes 0:72 0:38 0:20 0:15 0.20 +0:25 0:20





Left (150,1) 1:25 0:40 2:91 0:59 1:53 0:33
Right (150,1) 1:09 0:26 1:27 0:20 0:74 0:17
Mixed (150,1) 1:04 0:22 1:39 0:27 0:92 0:15
Observed 0 5 2
Table 10. Final predicted and observed event yields in the three SRs dened for the hh nal
state with all statistical and systematic uncertainties combined. For the background estimates with
no event in the corresponding data control region or in the simulated sample after the SR selection,
the predicted yield is indicated as being less than the one standard deviation upper bound evaluated
for that estimate. The central value and the uncertainties for the total background estimate are
then extracted from the full pre-t likelihood. Expected yields are also given for signal models of
direct e pair production in the purely left- and right-handed scenarios and in the maximally mixed

















































































































































Figure 4. Distributions of the search variables pmissT (left) and mT (right) for the hh nal state
for events after the baseline selection. The black points show the data. The background estimates
are represented with stacked histograms. Distributions for two benchmark models of chargino-
neutralino production, and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are overlaid. The numbers
within parentheses in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent SUSY particle and the e01
in GeV for these benchmark models. In both cases, the last bin includes overows.
estimates derived for all the SRs in the leptonic nal states, as dened in tables 4 and 5,
together with their uncertainties, are used as inputs to a simultaneous maximum likelihood
t to the observed data. The results for the SR bins that are used for the signal extraction
in the nal statistical interpretation procedure are shown in gures 8{10. Both histograms
before the simultaneous tting of all SRs (pre-t) and after tting (post-t) are shown.
The numbers of expected and observed events in each SR are also reported in tables 12{14
in appendix A.
No signicant deviations from the expected SM background are observed in this search.
The results are interpreted as limits on the cross section for the production of e pairs in
the context of simplied models. The produced e is assumed to always decay to a 
lepton and a e01. The 95% condence level (CL) upper limits on SUSY production cross
sections are calculated using a modied frequentist approach with the CLs criterion [83, 84]
and asymptotic approximation for the test statistic [82, 85]. Since the cross section of
direct e pair production and the  lepton decay are strongly dependent on chirality, the
results are shown for three dierent scenarios. Figures 11{13 show the cross section upper
limits obtained for ee production for the left-handed, maximally mixed, and right-handed
scenarios as a function of the e mass for dierent e01 mass hypotheses, namely 1, 10, 20, 30,
40, and 50 GeV. It can be seen that the constraints are reduced for higher e01 masses due to
the smaller experimental acceptance. The stronger than expected limits observed at low e
mass values for a e01 mass of 50 GeV in the purely left- and right-handed scenarios are driven









































































































































































































Figure 5. Distributions of the search variables pmissT (top left), mT2 (top right), and D (bottom)
for the eh nal state for events after the baseline selection. The black points show the data. The
background estimates are represented with stacked histograms. Distributions for two benchmark
models of chargino-neutralino production, and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are
overlaid. The numbers within parentheses in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent
SUSY particle and the e01 in GeV for these benchmark models. In all cases, the last bin includes
overows.
predicted background contribution in SRs sensitive to these signal models. The extremely
small ee production cross sections make this scenario in general very challenging. This
analysis is most sensitive to scenarios with a left-handed e and a nearly massless e01, in
which we exclude production rates larger than 1.26 (1.34) times the expected SUSY cross













































































































































































































Figure 6. Distributions of the search variables pmissT (top left), mT2 (top right), and D (bottom)
for the h nal state for events after the baseline selection. The black points show the data. The
background estimates are represented with stacked histograms. Distributions for two benchmark
models of chargino-neutralino production, and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are
overlaid. The numbers within parentheses in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent
SUSY particle and the e01 in GeV for these benchmark models. In all cases, the last bin includes
overows.
We also interpret the results as exclusion limits in simplied models of mass-degenerate
chargino-neutralino (e1 e02) and chargino pair (e1 e1 ) production with decays to  leptons
in the nal state via the decay chains e1 ! e=e !  e01, e02 ! e !  e01. Equal
branching fractions are assumed for each of the two possible e1 decay chains considered.
The e and e masses are assumed to be degenerate in these models and to have a value





































































































































































































Figure 7. Distributions of the search variables pmissT (top left), mT2 (top right), and D (bottom)
for the e nal state for events after the baseline selection. The black points show the data. The
background estimates are represented with stacked histograms. Distributions for two benchmark
models of chargino-neutralino production, and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are
overlaid. The numbers within parentheses in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent
SUSY particle and the e01 in GeV for these benchmark models. In all cases, the last bin includes
overows.
95% CL exclusion limits in the mass plane of e1 /e02 versus e01 mass obtained for the e1e02 scenario. We exclude e1 /e02 masses up to around 710 GeV for a nearly massless e01
hypothesis in this scenario. Figure 15 shows the corresponding limits for the e1 e1 signal
scenario in the plane of e1 versus e01 mass. In this scenario, we exclude e1 masses up to
































































































































































Figure 8. Pre-t (upper) and post-t (lower) results for the SRs used for the nal signal extraction
in the eh nal state. Distributions for two benchmark models of chargino-neutralino production,
and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are overlaid. The numbers within parentheses
in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent SUSY particle and the e01 in GeV for these
benchmark models. In the ratio panels, the black markers indicate the ratio of the observed data
































































































































































Figure 9. Pre-t (upper) and post-t (lower) results for the SRs used for the nal signal extraction
in the h nal state. Distributions for two benchmark models of chargino-neutralino production,
and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are overlaid. The numbers within parentheses
in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent SUSY particle and the e01 in GeV for these
benchmark models. In the ratio panels, the black markers indicate the ratio of the observed data





























































































































































Figure 10. Pre-t (upper) and post-t (lower) results for the SRs used for the nal signal extraction
in the e nal state. Distributions for two benchmark models of chargino-neutralino production,
and one of direct left-handed e pair production, are overlaid. The numbers within parentheses
in the legend correspond to the masses of the parent SUSY particle and the e01 in GeV for these
benchmark models. In the ratio panels, the black markers indicate the ratio of the observed data
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CMS   (13 TeV)-135.9 fb
Left-handed scenario
Figure 11. Excluded e pair production cross section as a function of the e mass for the left-handede scenario, and for dierent e01 masses of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 GeV from upper left to lower right,
respectively. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions containing 68
and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the background-only hypothesis.
The red line indicates the NLO+NLL prediction for the signal production cross section calculated
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Maximally-mixed scenario
Figure 12. Excluded e pair production cross section as a function of the e mass for the maximally-
mixed e scenario, and for dierent e01 masses of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 GeV from upper left to
lower right, respectively. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions
containing 68 and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the background-
only hypothesis. The red line indicates the NLO+NLL prediction for the signal production cross
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Right-handed scenario
Figure 13. Excluded e pair production cross section as a function of the e mass for the right-
handed e scenario, and for dierent e01 masses of 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 GeV from upper right to
lower right, respectively. The inner (green) band and the outer (yellow) band indicate the regions
containing 68 and 95%, respectively, of the distribution of limits expected under the background-
only hypothesis. The red line indicates the NLO+NLL prediction for the signal production cross
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Figure 14. Exclusion limits at 95% CL for chargino-neutralino production with decays through e
to nal states with  leptons. The production cross sections are computed at NLO+NLL precision
assuming mass-degenerate wino e1 and e02, light bino e01, and with all the other sparticles assumed
to be heavy and decoupled [72, 73]. The regions enclosed by the thick black curves represent the
observed exclusion at 95% CL, while the thick dashed red line indicates the expected exclusion
at 95% CL. The thin black lines show the eect of variations of the signal cross sections within
theoretical uncertainties on the observed exclusion. The thin red dashed lines indicate the region
containing 68% of the distribution of limits expected under the background-only hypothesis. The
green and blue dashed lines show separately the expected exclusion regions for the analyses in the
all-hadronic and leptonic nal states, respectively.
In order to simplify the reinterpretation of the results obtained in the leptonic nal
states using other signal models, we dene a small set of aggregate SRs by combining
subsets of the SRs. These aggregate SRs are chosen to have sensitivity to a range of signal
models. Since they are not exclusive, the results obtained for these aggregate SRs cannot
be statistically combined. These results are tabulated in table 11.
8 Summary
A search for the direct and indirect production of  sleptons has been performed in proton-
proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV in events with a  lepton pair and
signicant missing transverse momentum in the nal state. Both leptonic and hadronic
decay modes of the  leptons are considered. Search regions are dened using discriminating
kinematic observables that exploit expected dierences between signal and background.
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Figure 15. Exclusion limits at 95% CL for chargino pair production with decays through e to
nal states with  leptons. The production cross sections are computed at NLO+NLL precision
assuming a wino-like e1 , light bino e01, and with all the other sparticles assumed to be heavy and
decoupled [72, 73]. The regions enclosed by the thick black curves represent the observed exclusion
at 95% CL, while the thick dashed red line indicates the expected exclusion at 95% CL. The thin
black lines show the eect of variations of the signal cross sections within theoretical uncertainties
on the observed exclusion. The thin red dashed lines indicate the region containing 68% of the
distribution of limits expected under the background-only hypothesis. The green and blue dashed
lines show separately the expected exclusion regions for the analyses in the all-hadronic and leptonic
nal states, respectively.
No excess above the expected standard model background has been observed. Upper
limits on the cross section of direct e pair production are derived for simplied models
in which each e decays to a  lepton and the lightest neutralino, with the latter being
assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). The analysis is most sensitive
to a e that is purely left-handed. For a left-handed e of 90 GeV decaying to a nearly
massless LSP, the observed limit is 1.26 times the expected production cross section in the
simplied model. The limits obtained for direct e pair production represent a considerable
improvement in sensitivity for this production mechanism with respect to previous ATLAS
and CMS measurements. Exclusion limits are also derived for simplied models of chargino-
neutralino and chargino pair production with decays to  leptons that involve indirecte production via the chargino and neutralino decay chains. In the chargino-neutralino
production model, in which the parent chargino and second-lightest neutralino are assumed
to have the same mass, we exclude chargino masses up to 710 GeV under the hypothesis



















T [GeV] mT2 [GeV] Background Observed
eh 0 >120 >100 10:8 2:1 2:5 9
eh 1 >120 >120 4:9 1:5 1:9 4
eh 1 >250 >80 1:6 0:9 1:2 0
h 0 >120 >100 14:4 2:5 3:1 14
h 1 >120 >120 5:8 1:8 2:7 7
h 1 >250 >80 1:5 0:9 1:1 1
e 0 >120 >100 9:7 2:4 3:0 6
e 1 >120 >120 6:8 2:2 2:7 6
e 1 >250 >80 3:3 2:0 2:3 1
Table 11. Denition of the aggregate SRs to be used for easier reinterpretation of the results in
the eh, h, and e nal states. In all of these regions, a selection requirement of D >  500 GeV
is applied.
masses up to 630 GeV under the same hypothesis. In both cases, we signicantly extend
the exclusion limits with respect to previous CMS measurements.
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